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QUESTION 1

Xavier has recently created a security policy that forces users to change their Notes password the first time they use the
client. However, existing users are not being forced to do so. What is the cause of this? 

A. The policywas not assigned during registration. 

B. The user has already changed their Notes password. 

C. The policy does not have a forced password length. 

D. The user has logged in from the Web using HTTP first. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following are optional advanced services that must be enabled manually when first configuring and
installing theDomino server? 

A. SMTP server 

B. Agent Manager 

C. Calendar Connector 

D. DOLS (Domino Off-Line Services) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Your corporation has a security requirement that Microsoft Office documents may not contain macros. Lotus Symphony
is the company standard for opening these documents. Which of the following is the best choice for restricting macros
from being run by users? 

A. Disable macros in a security settings document 

B. Apply a default Lotus Symphony settings document 

C. Enable the macros filter in the desktop settings document 

D. Select to disable the use of macros in a Lotus Symphony settings document 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Chaz, the Domino administrator, has noticed performance issues when LDAP searches are being performed against the
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Domino Directory. Which of the following is the best offered solution to improve performance? 

A. Extend the LDAP schema to add new attributes 

B. Create a full text index of the Domino Directory 

C. Configure Directory Assistance to load all users into memory in advance 

D. Delete the ($LDAP) view in theDomino Directory and let it rebuild automatically 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Larry, a Notes user, has issued a message recall request to another employee. Larry\\'s home mail server is server1
while the other useris on server3. Which of the following is true regarding the recall request? 

A. The message is recalled using the server is of the sender\\'s home server 

B. The message is recalled using the user id of the issuer of the recall request 

C. The message is recalled using the user id of the recipient of the mail message 

D. The message is recalled using the server ID of the server performing the recall 

Correct Answer: D 
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